
Intent, Impact & Implementation 
statement

“To prepare students for a world we can’t 
envisage so when they’re stuck with 

something they’ve never seen before they 
choose to think instead of remember”

ENHANCED CAREERS 
& WELLBEING PACKAGE
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THE ONLY FULLY RESOURCED CAREERS SECONDARY POWERPOINT EDITABLE  PRODUCT FOR KS3 and KS4 
CAREERS COVERAGE MAPPED TO THE CDI FRAMEWORK AND PSHE ASSOCIATION GUIDANCE 

Benefits of this Memory Stick Package
ü Hundreds of hours of someone else's expertise and time  
ü A careers curriculum that is fresh, new & engaging and pushes the boundaries of what 

Careers can be and designed by Careers Teachers for Careers Teachers
ü Colourful, engaging and high quality PowerPoints, Quizzes, Workbooklets & More 
ü 100% Editable and customisable to your school 
ü Differentiation is built into it by tasks and outcomes
ü The units are underpinned by the Careers Development Institute 17 Point Framework 
ü Fully mapped against the CDI Framework, Gatsby Benchmarks (4 & 1) and the PSHE 

Association Thematic approach to Life in the Wider World.
ü Can be taught with no printing at all – Pick and chose activities in each lesson that don’t 

require printing. 
ü Easily use exercise books instead of Work Books -
ü Lessons are also mapped against Statutory DfE Guidance for Health 2020 and RSE 2020

To purchase this product follow this link and select Memory Stick Packages:
https://cre8tiveresources.com

ENHANCED CAREERS 
& WELLBEING PACKAGE

https://cre8tiveresources.com/resources/secondary-pshe-super-school-5-year-package/


KS3 & KS4 & SIXTH FORM CRE8TIVE CAREERS 
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3Cre8tive Careers Memory Stick Contents 

✰7 Careers following the Careers Development Institute Framework Lessons for Year 7
✰7 Careers following the Careers Development Institute Framework Lessons for Year 8
✰7 Careers following the Careers Development Institute Framework Lessons for Year 9
✰7 Careers following the Careers Development Institute Framework Lessons for Year 10
✰7 Careers following the Careers Development Institute Framework Lessons for Year 11
✰34 Additional PowerPoint Lessons that come under careers and fit with parts of the CDI 
Framework

TOTAL = 61 Lessons for KS3 and KS4 – Covering most aspects of the Careers Development Institute Framework
8 Lessons for SIXTH FORM

UNIT HEADINGS

Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11

An additional 7 Careers 
based lessons on a 
variety of topics 

An additional 4 Careers 
based lessons on a 
variety of topics 

An additional 5 Careers 
based lessons on a 
variety of topics  (8 
Hours+ Content)

An additional 7 Careers 
based lessons on a 
variety of topics 

An additional 6 Careers 
based sessions suitable 
for KS4 or KS5 on a 
variety of topics 

Sixth Form: 7 Sessions that can focus on exams, stress and other careers topics  (8-9 Hours)
+ Careers Dominos + Careers Escape Room + Careers Christmas Quiz 

✰ 1 Year 7 ENTERPRISE CHALLENGE PROJECT  (Drop Down Activity, Homework or School 
Competition) With optional Assessment Criteria
✰ 1 Year 8 ENTERPRISE CHALLENGE PROJECT  (Drop Down Activity, Homework or School 
Competition) With optional Assessment Criteria
✰ 1 Year 9 ENTERPRISE CHALLENGE PROJECT  (Drop Down Activity, Homework or School 
Competition) With optional Assessment Criteria
✰ 1 Year 10 ENTERPRISE CHALLENGE PROJECT  (Drop Down Activity, Homework or School 
Competition) With optional Assessment Criteria
✰ 1 Year 11 ENTERPRISE CHALLENGE PROJECT  (Drop Down Activity, Homework or School 
Competition) With optional Assessment Criteria

✰ 1 x Team Careers Quiz for Year 7 
✰1 x Team Careers Quiz for Year 8 
✰1 x Team Careers Quiz for Year 9 
✰1 x Careers Quiz for Year 10 
✰1 x Careers Quiz for Year 11 
TOTAL = 5 Team Careers Quizzes 

5 ENTERPRISE
TEAM PROJECT

69 Editable 
PowerPoint 

lessons 

Careers Review Quizzes

✰1 x Careers Work Book for Year 7 
✰1 x Careers Work Book for Year 8 
✰1 x Careers Work Book for Year 9 
✰1 x Careers Work Book for Year 10 
✰ 1 x Careers Work Book for Year 11 
TOTAL = 5 Student Work Books

Careers Optional Work Booklets 

MINDFULNESS ACTIVITIES
✰ Set of Entrance and Exit tickets
✰ Over 20 Different Short Mindful activities and 
thoughts to try out

✰ 1 x Detailed Cre8tive 
Careers Excel Mapping 
Document to evidence how 
you are meeting the CDI 
Framework. 

Other Supporting Materials 

RUNNING A DEPARTMENT SUPPORT
✰ Cre8tive Careers Curriculum Overview 
✰ Monitoring Report
✰ Raffle Tickets
✰ Behaviour for Learning Warning Cards 
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GATSEBY BENCHMARK STANDARDS SOME ALSO MATCH THE NEW DfE STATUTORY 
PSHE RSE & HEALTH 

RECOMMENDED YEAR GROUPSRESOURCE TYPES IN THE PACKAGE

How does the Enhanced Cre8tive Careers & Wellbeing Standard 
Package breakdown?  
(the number in brackets refers to how may resources you get)
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How does the Cre8tive Careers 
Standard match the CDI 

Framework?

Page: 4Self-awareness (1) Self-awareness, self-determination and self-improvement underpin aspiration, ambition and 
achievement in careers, learning and the world of work

Self-determination (2) Exploring, investigating and understanding the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences that 
careers and the world of work have to offer is a prerequisite for successful planning and 
development

Self-improvement as a 
learner.   (3)

Developing a range of career management, employability and enterprise skills is the key to 
meeting challenges, making progress and managing change

Exploring careers and career 
development
(4)

Career exploration expands individuals’ horizons for action and awareness of opportunities. 

Investigating work and 
working life
(5)

Investigating people’s changing experiences of work enables individuals to understand the 
meaning and purpose of work in people’s lives. They learn what constitutes good or decent work 
and how to find it for themselves.

Understanding business and 
industry
(6)

Understanding different sizes and types of business organisation, why they are organised as they 
are and how they view success enables individuals to prepare for employment and to appraise the 
contribution of business and industry to community, social and economic life.

Investigating jobs and labour
market information (LMI)
(7)

Individuals need to know how to access, analyse and act on relevant, objective and up-to-date job 
and labour market information when thinking about careers, employability and enterprise. They 
also need to know how to protect themselves from subjective and biased information

Valuing equality, diversity 
and inclusion
(8)

Individuals need to share in the commitment to equality, diversity and inclusion as a British and 
international value. By countering stereotyping, discrimination and prejudice, individuals can 
realise their own ambitions and help others to do the same.

Learning about safe working 
practices and environments
(9)

Learning about safe working practices and environments helps individuals to keep themselves and 
others healthy and safe at work.

Making the most of careers 
information, advice and 
guidance (CEIAG)
(10)

Individuals need to learn how to recognise, access and make effective use of trustworthy sources of 
information, advice and guidance which are offered on a one-to-one or small group basis, both 
online and in person. This includes being actively involved in identifying their needs and how they 
can be met

Preparing for employability
(11)

Preparing for employability is about enabling individuals to gain the skills and experience they need 
to get, maintain and make progress in employment or self-employment including networking, 
negotiation, self-advocacy and staying healthy

Showing initiative and 
enterprise
(12)

Showing initiative and enterprise is about helping individuals to make the most of their 
opportunities, manage risk-taking and demonstrate drive and determination, especially in a 
business sense.

Developing personal 
financial capability
(13)

Being able to calculate and compare the costs and benefits of different living, education, training 
and employment options, considering any financial support that may be available, is an 
increasingly important skill for individuals to develop. They need to know how to make budgeting 
and financial planning decisions about spending, borrowing, saving and investing to safeguard their 
economic well-being now and in the future. (Links to Citizenship Curriculum)

Identifying choices and 
opportunities
(14)

Individuals need to know how to identify and investigate possible choices, progression pathways 
and qualifications that are in their best interests to consider. This includes being able to respond 
effectively to unforeseen or unplanned choices and opportunities

Planning and deciding
(15)

Individuals need to know how to make and carry-out carefully-considered and negotiated decisions 
and plans. This also involves showing persistence and resilience to cope with chance events and 
any unintended consequences of their decisions and plans.

Handling applications and 
interviews
(16)

Promoting themselves in a way that attracts the attention of selectors and recruiters, as well as 
managing the applications process, requires that individuals develop a range of self-presentation 
and marketing skills including the use of digital and social media. This also requires that they 
develop strategies to cope with set-backs and disappointment.

Managing changes and 
transitions
(17)

Transition confidence and preparedness help individuals to make successful moves such as 
changing schools, going to university or starting an apprenticeship or employment. Reviewing and 
reflecting on previous transitions can help individuals to develop the psychological resources to 
cope with future transitions.

In brackets it the CDI Outcome and 
the number at the right is how 
many products in the package 
match with that standard
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Year 7 Curriculum Cre8tive Careers Page: 6

Year 7 Cre8tive Careers Resources 

Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 Lesson 7 

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

Optional –PSHE Student Work Book that follows the lessons above

KEY
GB = Gatsby Benchmark Careers Standard     BV = British Values         SH = Statutory Health.          RSE = Statutory RSE

Optional - End of Unit Team Assessment Quiz
Optional - End of Unit Confidence Assessment 

Enterprise Team 
Project 

Enterprise Term Time Project or Drop Down Activity Day Idea or Homework Project  : Citizens, Society and Board Games Project
(Precious gem stone Assessment criteria available with certificates)

ENHANCED CAREERS 
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Year 8 Curriculum Cre8tive Careers Page: 7

Year 8 Cre8tive Careers Resources 

Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 Lesson 7 

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

Optional –PSHE Student Work Book that follows the lessons above

KEY
GB = Gatsby Benchmark Careers Standard     BV = British Values         SH = Statutory Health.          RSE = Statutory RSE

Optional - End of Unit Team Assessment Quiz
Optional - End of Unit Confidence Assessment 

Enterprise Team 
Project 

Enterprise Term Time Project or Drop Down Activity Day Idea or Homework Project  : Design a Mobile Phone Safety App
(Precious gem stone Assessment criteria available with certificates)

ENHANCED CAREERS 
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Year 9 Curriculum Cre8tive Careers Page: 8

Year 9 Cre8tive Careers Resources 

Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 Lesson 7 

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

Optional –PSHE Student Work Book that follows the lessons above

KEY
GB = Gatsby Benchmark Careers Standard     BV = British Values         SH = Statutory Health.          RSE = Statutory RSE

Optional - End of Unit Team Assessment Quiz
Optional - End of Unit Confidence Assessment 

Enterprise Team 
Project 

Enterprise Term Time Project or Drop Down Activity Day Idea or Homework Project  : Launching a Leisure Centre Project
(Precious gem stone Assessment criteria available with certificates)

ENHANCED CAREERS 
& WELLBEING PACKAGE
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Year 10 Curriculum Cre8tive Careers Page: 9

Year 10 Cre8tive Careers Resources 

Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 Lesson 7 

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

Optional –PSHE Student Work Book that follows the lessons above

KEY
GB = Gatsby Benchmark Careers Standard     BV = British Values         SH = Statutory Health.          RSE = Statutory RSE

Optional - End of Unit Team Assessment Quiz
Optional - End of Unit Confidence Assessment 

Enterprise Team 
Project 

Enterprise Term Time Project or Drop Down Activity Day Idea or Homework Project  : Build a new Style of Prison Project
(Precious gem stone Assessment criteria available with certificate)
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Year 11 Curriculum Cre8tive Careers Page: 
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Year 11 Cre8tive Careers Resources 

Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4 Lesson 5 Lesson 6 Lesson 7 

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

1 Hour PowerPoint 
session

Optional –PSHE Student Work Book that follows the lessons above

KEY
GB = Gatsby Benchmark Careers Standard     BV = British Values         SH = Statutory Health.          RSE = Statutory RSE

Optional - End of Unit Team Assessment Quiz
Optional - End of Unit Confidence Assessment 

Enterprise Team 
Project 

Enterprise Term Time Project or Drop Down Activity Day Idea or Homework Project  : Citizens, Society and Board Games Project
(Precious gem stone Assessment criteria available with certificates)

ENHANCED CAREERS 
& WELLBEING PACKAGE



KS4 OR KS5 RESOURCES Page: 
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Cre8tive Careers Curriculum Overview Page: 
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To purchase this product follow this link and click on Memory Stick Packages:
https://cre8tiveresources.com/

q [Topic 1] Families 

q [Topic 2] Respectful relationships, 
including friendships  

q [Topic 3] Online and the Media 

q [Topic 4] Being safe

q [Topic 5] Intimate and sexual 
relationships, including sexual 
health

Statutory Health Topics

Statutory RSE Topics

q [Topic 1] Mental Wellbeing
q [Topic 2] Internet Safety & Harms 

q [Topic 3] Physical Health and 
Wellbeing 

q [Topic 4] Healthy Eating 

q [Topic 5] Drugs, Alcohol and 
Tobacco 

q [Topic 6] Health and Prevention 

q [Topic 7] Basic First Aid 

q [Topic 8] Changing Adolescent body

Benefits of this Memory Stick Package
ü Hundreds of hours of someone else's expertise and time  
ü A careers curriculum that is fresh, new & engaging and pushes the boundaries of what 

Careers can be and designed by Careers Teachers for Careers Teachers
ü Colourful, engaging and high quality PowerPoints, Quizzes, Workbooklets & More 
ü 100% Editable and customisable to your school 
ü Differentiation is built into it by tasks and outcomes
ü The units are underpinned by the Careers Development Institute 17 Point Framework 
ü Fully mapped against the CDI Framework, Gatsby Benchmarks (4 & 1) and the PSHE 

Association Thematic approach to Life in the Wider World.
ü Can be taught with no printing at all – Pick and chose activities in each lesson that don’t 

require printing. 
ü Easily use exercise books instead of Work Books -
ü Lessons are also mapped against Statutory DfE Guidance for Health 2020 and RSE 2020

https://cre8tiveresources.com/resources/secondary-pshe-super-school-5-year-package/


Example Make up of a Unit Page: 
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Each Cre8tive Careers unit will contains the following:
ü Contents
ü ☞ 7 Lesson Packs (Matching the Unit of work)
ü ☞ 1 x End of Unit Assessment (3 styles) (Optional)
ü ☞ Lots of activities for students to undertake
ü ☞ 1 x Assessment Quiz with Team Answer Sheets (optional)
ü ☞ 1 x 12 Page bespoke Student Work Book with SPaG Marking (optional)
ü ☞ 1 x Homework or Classwork Project

Some Cre8tive Careers unit may also contain the following:
ü ☞ Extra Student Worksheet(s)
ü ☞ Mindfulness Extension Activities
ü ☞ Extra Reading Material or signposting to other online careers resources
ü ☞ Teaching & Learning Extras

Quiz

Student
Work Book

Lessons

Assessment

Project



Make up of a Lesson Pack Page: 
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Each lesson pack will contains the following:
ü 1 Fully Editable PowerPoint (Learning Outcomes, Confidence Checkers, Assessment of Learning, 

Variety of Tasks, Video Embedded URL Clips, Engaging Premium Quality Slides, Extra Support Websites, 
Challenging & Thoughtful Questioning)

ü Assessment Opportunity (Confidence Checker)
ü Learning Objectives 
ü Teacher Notes (On some slides)
ü Mapped against Latest DfE Guidance, CDI Framework and Gatsby Benchmark 4 
ü Literacy Key Term Links 

Some lesson packs may also contain some of the following:
ü Student Worksheet(s)
ü Card sort if applicable 
ü Mindfulness Extension Activities
ü Extra Reading Material or signposting to other online resources

Every lesson has around 60 mins of activities. This allows the class teacher to pick and chose the most 
engaging activities for their class allowing for differentiation. Every PowerPoint comes in editable format



ENTERPIRSE Projects Page: 
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Project 
Explainer PPT

Precious gemstone Assessment 
Criteria and Feedback sheets 

Teacher & 
Student 
Trackers

Voting 
Tokens

Student Help 
Sheets & 

Resources

Employability Skills focus

Team roles

Fully resourced 
Projects –

Everything you 
need!



Many assessment options Page: 
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Assessed Enterprise 
Projects 

Assessed End of Unit
Team Quizzes

Assessed Work Books –
SPaG Focus

Want to assess?
YOU choose the best 

way for YOUR students

Assessed End of Unit
Confidence Checkers 

and STAR Analysis 



What do people say about our resources?

We have hundreds of reviews 
from across the country
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Definitions:
“Purchasing Institution” is the individual or individual school which purchases resources from Cre8tive Resources. It does not include any 
other differently named schools or academies in a different and/or discrete catchment area or with a different intake criterion even if it is 
under the same academy, trust, head teacher’s or department head’s control. 
“Resources” is all the work on the purchased from Cre8tive Resources which includes the lesson plans, PowerPoint presentations, handouts, 
worksheets, homework, teacher’s notes, mark sheets, mark book and workbooks. 

You may
1.Install or upload the Resources on the Purchasing Institution’s secure VLE and/or school network to be accessed by students and teachers 
by a secure login facility
2.Print and photocopy worksheets and handouts to distribute to students within the Purchasing Institution
3.Allow the Resources to be passed to other teachers within the Purchasing Institution
4.Modify or adapt the Resources to personalise for your particular class or school

You may not (without the written permission of Cre8tive Resources):
1.Reproduce transmit or distribute the Resources in any form outside of the Purchasing Institution, with the exception of photocopying 
handouts, worksheets and workbooks for students’ personal use and putting content onto the Purchasing Institution’s secure network or VLE
2.Reproduce, transmit or distribute the Resources to other schools, legal entities, individuals or teachers outside of the Purchasing 
Institution
3.Redistribute resell license sublicense lend rent lease assign or transfer the Resources or otherwise make it available for use or distribution 
to any other individual educational institution or legal entity
4.Upload the Resources onto the internet for use or consumption by the general public
5.Use or incorporate any of the images files pictures videos animations games text or diagrams in your own original work or to publish 
distribute or display or pass it off as your own work 
Copies of the Resources must not be retained by individuals once they leave the employment of the Purchasing Institution.

Disclaimer
These Resources are provided to support the delivery of various KS3 and KS4 GCSE’s , but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching method 
that is required by any particular exam board, and the decision to use them lies with the individual teacher. 
Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of the content, Cre8tive Resources cannot be held responsible for any errors or omissions 
within the Resources.

Copyright
The copyright of all materials in this publication, except where otherwise stated, remains the property of Cre8tive Resources and its 
contributors. Cre8tive Resources hereby asserts their moral rights to be identified as the author of this work in accordance with the 
Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988. 
Links to third-party resources
Cre8tive Resources accepts no responsibility for resources which are hosted by third parties and are accessed by links in the
Resources. Where such third party resources no longer work because a third party has moved or removed a resource it is up to the 
Purchasing Institution to source and maintain links to other suitable external third party resources once the Resources have been purchased.

Payment terms
Our invoices are due for payment 30 days from their date. We reserve the right to charge for costs and expenses incurred in recovering late 
payments and to charge interest on overdue amounts at the rate in force pursuant to the Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 
1998 as at the due date.
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
Cre8tive Resources agrees to:

• only collect information that we need for a specific purpose (recording and processing invoices and electronic marketing emails 
where the individual has subscribed to our mailing list)

• keep data secure
• ensure data is relevant and up to date
• only hold as much data as we need, and only for as long as we need it (in the case of accounts this will be for 3 years from the

end of the financial year after the date of payment)

•allow the subject of the information to see their personal data on request and request amendments if necessary
The Data Protection Officer, Michael Gillman (info@cre8tiveresources.com) has overall responsibility for the day-to-day implementation of 
ensuring Cre8tive Resources meets the expectations of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
To read our full GDPR privacy policy please find it under our terms of use tab
We make every effort to ensure that the information displayed on the cre8tiveresources.com website is accurate, but cannot be guaranteed.
We reserve the right to amend these Terms and Conditions from time to time.
Any questions? Email: Info@Cre8tiveResources.com

© Cre8tive Resources and its licensors. All rights reserved

Terms of use Page: 19

To purchase this product follow this link: https://cre8tiveresources.com/resources/secondary-pshe-super-school-5-year-package/

mailto:Info@Cre8tiveResources.com
https://cre8tiveresources.com/resources/secondary-pshe-super-school-5-year-package/

